
Abstract.   Face-to-face interaction between people is
generally effortless and effective.  We exchange glances, take
turns speaking and make facial and manual gestures to
achieve the goals of the dialogue.  This paper describes an
action composition and selection architecture of characters
capable of full-duplex, real-time face-to-face interaction with
a human.  This architecture is part of a computational model
of psychosocial dialogue skills, called †mir, that bridges
between multimodal perception and multimodal action gener-
ation. To test the architecture, a prototype humanoid has been
implemented, named Gandalf, who commands a graphical
model of the solar system, and can engage in task-directed
dialogue with people using speech, manual and facial gesture.
Gandalf has been tested in interaction with users and has been
shown capable of fluid turn-taking and multimodal dialogue.
The primary focus in this paper will be on the action selection
mechanisms and low-level composition of motor commands.
An overview is also given of the †mir model and Gandalf’s
graphical representation.

1 Introduction
Endowing computers with an ability to engage in face-
to-face interaction marks the beginning of a new era in
our relationship with machines—one that relies on com-
munication, social convention and dialogue skills.  The
work described in this paper is motivated by the idea of
such communicative, autonomous agents.  The interest
is not merely in natural language—and surely there have
been numerous projects on that are language-only [c.f.
Chin 1991]—but rather a multimodal system, duplicat-
ing face-to-face dialogue between two or more commu-
nicating humans.  Clearly this would rely on traditional
computer graphics and natural language research, yet it
goes beyond it in obvious ways, requiring input from ar-
tificial intelligence and psychological research as well.  

Since the emphasis is on communication abilities that
only humans are capable of, we user the terms “commu-

nicative humanoids”.  To this end, Cassell et al. [1994a,
1994b] describe a system for automatic speech and ges-
ture generation.  The system employs two graphical hu-
manoid (human-like) characters that interact with each
other using speech, gaze, intonation, head and manual
gesture.  The system employs what the authors call PaT-
Nets (Parallel Transition Networks) in which synchroni-
zation between gestures and speech is accomplished as
simultaneously executing finite state machines.  The sys-
tem provides an insight into the complexities of synchro-
nizing various levels of multimodal action generation,
from the phoneme level up to the phrase and full utter-
ance.  Perlin & Goldberg [1996] describe efforts toward
similar goals using very different methods (and no em-
phasis on understanding and generating dialogue algo-
rithmically).  If we want these synthetic characters to
comprehend and generate natural language [Allen 1987],
gesture [McNeill 1992, Poyatos 1980], body movements
[Goodwin 1986], facial gestures [Ekman & Friesen
1987], back channel feedback [Yngve 1971], speaking
turns [Goodwin 1981], etc., and do this in real-time inter-
action with people, we need to make a number of addi-
tions, the primary being perception, mechanisms for
real-time control and knowledge bases for dialogue.   

The characteristics of embodied multimodal dialogue
have been summarized in Thórisson [1996, 1995a]; of
particular interest here are the following:

1. Multi-layered Input Analysis and Output Genera-
tion.  In discourse, responses in one mode may over-
lap another in time, and constitute different
information [Cassell & McNeill 1992, McNeill 1992,
Goodwin 1981].  The overlaping actions can be any-
thing from very short responses like glances and back
channels, to tasks with longer time spans, such as
whole utterances and topic continuity generation.  In
order for purposeful conversation to work, reactive
and reflective1 responses have to co-exist to provide
for adequate behavior of an agent.  

2. Temporal Constraints.  Certain responses are
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expected to happen within a given time span, such as
looking in a direction being pointed in [Goodwin
1981].  If these rules are violated, e.g. the direction of
gaze changes 5 seconds after it was expected to
change, the action’s meaning may be drastically
changed in the context of the dialogue.

3. Functional & Morphological Substitutability.
Functional substitutability refers to the phenomemon
when identical looking acts can serve different dia-
logical functions.  Morphological substitutability is
the reverse: Different looking acts can serve the same
function.  

Special features of animation and action control in the
†mir architecture that will be dicussed in this paper can
be summarized as the following:

• The action control scheme fits directly as the back-
end of virtual characters with full-loop perception-
action autonomy, capable of language understanding
and generation.

• Motor actions are split into two phases; a decision
(or intentional) phase and a composition/execution
phase.  

• Intentions to act vary in their specificity: the more
specific an intention is (e.g. blinking) the fewer mor-
phologies (ways to do it) exist; the less specific it is
(e.g. “looking confused”) the more options there are
in the way it may eventually be realized.  

• The final morphology (“form” or “look”) of an
intended action is chosen at run-time.    

2 Related Architectures
Blackboard architectures, which can be traced back to
Selfridge’s Pandemonium system [Selfridge 1959], were
invented as a method to handle unpredictable informa-
tion like that encountered in speech recognition and
planning [Nii 1989, Hayes-Roth et al. 1988].  The black-
board architecture attacks the problem of unpredictabili-
ty by the use of a common data storage area, or
blackboard, where results of intermediate processes, or
knowledge sources, are posted and can be inspected by
other processes working on the same problem.  Modifi-
cations to the original HEARSAY blackboard architec-
ture for speech recognition [Reddy et al. 1973] include
mechanisms to allow interleaved execution of sub-
systems, as well as communication between them [Fe-
hling et al. 1989], resource management, speed/
effectiveness trade-off and reactive systems behavior
[Dodhiawala 1989].  These additions are very useful for

real-time systems.

Research on errors in human and animal locomotion has
supported a model in which distinct levels of representa-
tion are at work for any motor act [Rosenbaum et al.
1992]: Levels activated earlier provide information
spanning longer stretches of time, levels actuated later
provide smaller and smaller constituents for that behav-
ior.  Rosenbaum et al. [1992] have proposed what they
call the Knowledge Model: Motor control is performed
by modules that carry information about postures.  

The NASREM architecture [Albus et al. 1987] integrates
results from research on animal sensory-motor skills into
a comprehensive scheme for autonomous-robot and tele-
robot control.  The system contains multiple levels of
processing, each level containing the three components
of sensory processing, world modeling and task decom-
position. A global data storage (blackboard) is accessible
from any level.  

Working on creating insect-like robots, Brooks [1990]
proposed what he calls a Subsumption architecture
where low-level behaviors of a robotic agent can be sub-
sumed by higher-level, later-designed behaviors.  This
allows for incremental development of robot skills and a
robustness that is difficult to achieve with traditional
methods.  Another behavior-based architecture are
Maes’ competence modules—software modules that
contain enough information to execute a particular be-
havior from beginning to end [Blumberg 1996, Maes
1989].  The modules are connected together by activa-
tion links that control their sequence of execution.  The
input to the modules can come both from internal goals
and the environment.  This architecture, and other related
approaches [Wilson 1991, Steels 1990, Agre & Chap-
man 1987] are very good for effective, fast action selec-
tion, and some allow learning.  However, they lack
methods to deal with external and internal time-con-
straints and are limited in the planning they can handle.  

2.1 Problems
The problem with all of the reviewed systems is a lack of
one of the following three crucial ingredients in all face-
to-face dialogue: {1} Multimodal action generation, {2}
use of natural language, {3} real-time response.  There
exists a strong dichotomy in most of the systems be-
tween language capability and action generation/coordi-
nation; only Cassell et al.’s system [1995a, 1995b]
integrates both in a consistent way.  The Blackboard ar-
chitecture is a general proposal to deal with ill-defined
problem solving—its adoptation to multimodal systems
left unspecified.  An obvious problem with behavior-
based systems such as Brooks’ [1990] and Maes’ [1989]
is that because the interfaces between action control
modules are defined at a relatively low level, creating

1.  Intuitively, the terms reactive and reflective refer to fast 
and slow responses, respectively. A more specific defini-
tion can be found in Thórisson [1996a, 1995a]. 
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large systems in them can be problematic at best, impossi-
ble at worst. Few environments are more real-time than
face-to-face dialogue, but dialogue is based on natural lan-
guage.  By far the greatest problem with behavior-based
systems is adding natural language capabilities to them, re-
quiring extensions the architectures are ill-suited for.  

While several ideas from these above systems are applica-
ble to the problem of real-time, multimodal, face-to-face
dialogue, no single architecture provides a complete solu-
tion.  What is called for is a new architecture capable of in-
tegrating all the necessary elements to support and sustain
multimodal dialogue with people.

3 †mir & Gandalf: Overview 
†mir2 is a computational, generative model of psychoso-
cial dialogue skills which can used to create computer-
driven characters capable of multimodal perception and ac-
tion generation [Thórisson 1996a].  It borrows several fea-
tures from the above blackboard and behavior-based
artificial intelligence (A.I.) architectures, but goes beyond
these in the amount of communication modalities (speech,
intonation, body language, facial & manual gesture) and
performance criteria it addresses.  To provide necessary
context for the discussion on layered action control that
follows, we will first give a short overview of the †mir ar-
chitecture.

2. Pronounced e-mir, with the accent on the first syllable.  The 
name comes from Nordic mythology.

FIGURE 1.  The prototype setup includes a small 
monitor for Gandalf’s face and hand, and large monitor 
for the topic of discussion.  A user can ask Gandalf to 
travel to the planets in the solar system, and ask 
questions about each one.   The user in this picture is 
wearing a body-tracking suit and holding the eye 
tracker.

3.1 Layers 
†mir contains three types of processing modules: per-
ceptual, decision and behavior.  The modules are
found three layers, {1} a Reactive layer (RL), {2} a
Process Control layer (PCL), and {3} a Content layer
(CL), and a module called the Action Scheduler (AS).
Each of the three layers contain perception and deci-
sion modules; perception modules with specific pro-
cessing demands provide the necessary information
about the state of the world to support decisions about
behaviors with a specific perceive-act cycle time.  De-
cisions to act resulting from processes in the RL gen-
erally have response cycles under 1 second, typically
in the 150-500 ms range—actions like blinking and
determining the next fixation point.  Decisions in the
PCL have a frequency around 1 Hz and up—actions
like taking speaking turn or looking at someone who
is addressing you.  Processing in the CL has response
times from seconds up to infinity; the CL contains the
topic knowledge of an agent, in the form of one or
more knowledge bases.  †mir makes a clear distinction
between dialogue knowledge and topic knowledge: the
former relates to general issues of dialogue manage-
ment such as watching manual and facial gesture of a
speaker, following her gaze and taking turns, the latter
relates to specific issues of the topic such as the orbit
of the planets in the solar system, which clearly have
nothing to do with the dialogue process.  This has the
added benefit of allowing the addtion of knowledge-
bases in a modular fashion.

Animation Module

Content
Layer

Process
Control
Layer

Reactive
Layer

Action
Scheduler

FIGURE 2.  Simplified overview of the †mir 
architecture.  Any multimodal input data generated 
by a real human can map into any of the layers; 
perceptual modules in each layer can access each 
other’s results through semi-global blackboards.  
Decision modules (small squares) operate on these 
results and decide when to send Action Requests to 
the Action Scheduler.  Not shown are the systems 
perceptual system, its blackboards and knowledge 
bases.
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3.2 Action Selection & Composition
In †mir, actions get selected in a two-stage process.
First, a particular decision module fires because suffi-
cient conditions in corresponding perceptual module(s)
have been fulfilled (see Figure 2).  Once a decision mod-
ule fires, it creates an action request.  This request can be
considered a “potential to act” (all events at this point in
the system are non-deterministic).  The fate of the re-
quest is determined in the next stage, the Action Sched-
uler.

Before action requests are turned into visible behavior,
they are sent to the Action Scheduler (AS), which com-
poses the exact morphology of an action.  It prioritizes
them, and decides how each requested action should
look at the lowest (motor) level, according to the current
status of the motor system (the agent’s face and body).
We will now give an overview of the prototype hardware
setup.  

3.3 Prototype 
A prototype agent called Gandalf has been implemented
in †mir, which runs on 8 networked computers (2 DECs,
2 SGIs, 2 PCs, 1 HP, 1 Mac).  To capture the user’s mul-
timodal actions, speech, prosody, gaze & body move-
ments, it uses a microphone (the agent's "ear" [Thórisson
1996a, BBN 1993]), an eye tracker and a body suit (the
agent's "eyes" [Bers 1996]).  Gandalf’s behaviors were
based on a through review of the psychological literature
on face-to-face conversation [c.f. Goodwin 1981, Sacks
et al. 1974].  The prototype has been tested in interaction
with naive users and proven to be capable of fluid turn-
taking and unscripted dialogue [Thórisson 1996a,
Thórisson & Cassell 1996].  A short overview of the full
system can be found in Thórisson [1997, 1995b]; a com-
plete description is provided in Thórisson [1996a].  For
the remainder of this paper we will concern ourselves
with the philosophy behind the action control mecha-
nism in †mir, it’s current implementation, and the low-
level graphical engine that animates the prototype char-
acter.  

4 Action Scheduling & 
Composition: Motor 
Composer & Behavior 
Lexicon

When decisions to act—move the creature’s muscles—
are generated in semi-autonomous layers, an arbitration
has to take place to avoid conflicts in the access to these
“motors” (or muscles, pulleys, degrees of freedom).   A
character’s body and its associated motors become there-
fore a resource that has to be managed.  In †mir, this

management is handled by the Action Scheduler (AS).
The approach taken in the AS is in some ways similar to
Rosenbaum et al.’s [1992] approach to motion control.
Their idea of stored postures is used in the Action Sched-
uler, as is the idea of hierarchical storage of increasingly
smaller units.  

The AS consists of two basic elements: A Behavior Lex-
icon and a Motor Composer.  The Lexicon is a network
of behaviors defined as a hierarchy (Figure 6); the Motor
Composer is an anytime algorithm3 that selects the final
morphology of a behavior based on {1} the agent’s body
state, {2} which layer initiated the action request, and
{3} the age of the action request.  

4.1 Behavior Lexicon  
The Behavior Lexicon, the other main component of the
AS, contains behaviors organized in an abstraction hier-
archy, specific motor programs in the leafs:

1. ACT behaviors and 
2. MOTOR-SCHEME behaviors (leaf nodes).  

Each leaf node has a mapping to a particular motor con-
figuration (either dynamic or static, e.g. a smile or a
blink), by listing the specific motors and motor sequenc-
es needed.  ACTs, the nodes above the leafs, describe be-
haviors that can be realized in more one way.   

ACT behaviors contain two slots: [1] A NAME—the be-
havior’s unique name, and [2] OPTIONS—a list of alter-
native behaviors that can be used to satisfice the action
request; each option is a list of behaviors, which is a list
of the form [NAME, EXEC-TIME, DEALY], where NAME is
the behavior’s name, EXEC-TIME is the execution time
for that behavior, and DELAY is a time-delay that offsets
this behavior’s execution from the execution of the be-
havior that subsumes it.  To explain, normally all motor

3. Anytime algorithms improve their output linearly over 
time and can always be interrupted for a partial solution 
[Dean 1987]. 

ACT

ACT

ACT ACTACT

MOTOR-
SCHEME

MOTOR-
SCHEME

MOTOR-
SCHEME

MOTOR-
SCHEME

FIGURE 3.  Acts and motor-schemes create a 
hierarchy of continuous abstraction that can be 
entered at any level, from each of the layers in the 
system.  The motor-schemes contain a list of the 
motors to move, and their absolute positions.
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specifications of a behavior get sent to the animation unit
at the same time.  An example of such a behavior is the
behavior SMILE: corners of the mouth are moved upward
and outward, while the lower eyelids are moved slightly
up from their resting position, all at once.  For sequential
actions, certain motor commands may have to wait for
others to finish.  The DELAY of a motor determines how
long after the whole action started it should begin execu-
tion.  An example of a behavior that uses this feature is
the behavior BLINK:  first the eye is closed, then opened.

Each MOTOR-SCHEME behavior has a [1] NAME slot—
the behavior’s unique name, and [2] MOTOR-LIST—a list
of the motors involved.  Each motor in this list contains
[1] MOTOR-NAME—the motor’s unique name, [2] EXEC-
TIME—its default execution time, and [3] REL-POS—the
motor’s goal position, relative to its range of motion.  

ACT behaviors can contain different execution times
from the behaviors they subsume.  To take an example,
when the behavior EYES-NEUTRAL is executed as part of
the higher-up behavior FACE-NEUTRAL, it may take 400
ms for the motors to get to their final position, but when
EYES-NEUTRAL is called directly it may take only 100
ms.  When execution times differ for each motor within
the same behavior, the longest motor takes the maximum
execution time to reach its goal (400 ms in this example),
while the others become a percentage of that maximum.
Using this scheme, a behavior’s EXEC-TIME can be recal-
culated on the fly when the request is in the composition
stage, in consideration of current time-constraints.

4.1.1  Function, Morphology

To address the morphological and functional substitut-
ability of dialogue actions described in the introduction,
behaviors come into two main classes: {1} Morphologi-
cal and {2} Functional.  Morphological behaviors are
named after the way they look, for example, the behavior
BROWS-IN-U-SHAPE specifies a shape for the brows to
take.  Nothing is said about what circumstances such a
behavior should or could be used in, nor what possible
meanings such a behavior could carry.  

On the other hand, the behavior SHOW-TAKING-TURN
specifies a dialogue function.  There are many ways for
showing that you are taking the turn to say something,
one being opening the mouth slightly, another glancing
away briefly [Kleinke 1986, Goodwin 1981, Duncan
1972].  This way, decision modules in each layer can is-
sue requests for behaviors based both on function and
look, which makes the system more powerful, and mod-
ule construction easier.

4.1.2  Spatio-Motor Skills 
To allow an agent to move in relation to surrounding
objects such as a person or a task area, the AS needs

(setf *Behavior-Lexicon*
  ;ACT TEMPLATE:  

;(name class (((act-name-of-option-1 delay
 exec-time)

; (act-name delay exec-time) etc*) 
  ;              (etc*)))
  ;MOTOR-SCHEME TEMPLATE:  

;(motor-name class delay exec-time rel-pos)
   '(
     ; MORPHOLOGICAL DEFINITIONS
   ;Features
  ;neutral

(face-neutral act 
(((mouth-neutral 100 400)

    (eyes-neutral 0 300)
    (brows-neutral 0 500))))

     (brows-neutral act 
(((left-brow-neutral 0 400)

(right-brow-neutral 0400))))
(left-brow-neutral motor-scheme 

(((Bll 0 400 30)
     (Blc 0 400 30) ;Brow, left, central
     (Blm 0 400 30)))) ;Brow, left, medial

(right-brow-neutral motor-scheme
(((Brm 0 400 30)

     (Brc 0 400 30)
     (Brl 0 400 30))))

;FUNCTIONAL DEFINITIONS
(blink act (((close-eyes 0 50)

(open-eyes 50 50))))
(close-eyes motor-scheme (((Eru 0 300 10)

(Elu 0 300 10))))
(open-eyes motor-scheme (((Eru 0 300 75)

(Elu 0 300 80)))) 
. . . . 

FIGURE 4.  A fragment of the Behavior Lexicon for the 
Gandalf prototype.  (Figure 8 shows the names of the 
facial motors.)  Gandalf’s Behavior Lexicon contains a 
total of 83 behavior nodes.

Show-Taking-Turn

Look-Away-From-User

Face-Away-From-User

Open-Mouth

H [Diff(User-Pos, 30), t=350]

Pl [Diff(User-Pos, 20), t=30]

Mb [60, t=300]

Pr [Diff(User-Pos, 20), t=30]*

*

FIGURE 5.  A mockup example of a section of the 
Behavior Lexicon.  The behavior SHOW-TAKING-TURN 
has two possible instantiations, TURN-AWAY-FROM-
USER (turn head) and the parallel pair {LOOK-AWAY-
FROM-USER, OPEN-MOUTH}.  Each of these point to 
low-level motor commands (motor schemes) with 
degrees (for rotating eyes and head) and time (in 
milliseconds).  The function Diff returns an orientation 
that is guaranteed to not include the user’s position in 
the agent’s line of sight.  Parallel actions are marked 
with a star.

H = agent’s head, P = pupil (left and right), t = time in 
milliseconds, other numbers represent degrees (and relative 
position in the case of motor Mb), Mb = bottom mouth motor.
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access to a spatial knowledge base.  Examples of such
actions would be LOOK-AT-USER and TURN-TO-AREA-
[X]4.  This is done with access to a common spatial
knowledge base that is fed with information from the
sensors (Figure 6).

4.2 The Motor Composer
In the current implementation, action requests are re-
ceived from the layers in the form [ACTION-NAME
TIME-STAMP EXPECTED-LIFETIME WHO], where WHO
is one of RL, PCL or CL, TIME-STAMP is the time when
the decision to act was made, and EXPECTED-LIFETIME
is the pre-computed5 lifetime of the request, the time be-
yond which the requested action is probably no longer
relevant in the dialogue context.

4.2.3  Prioritization 

As control of an agent’s body is competed for by con-
flicting commands from different layers in the system,
they have to be prioritized in some way.  At the coarsest
level, the Motor Composer prioritizes decisions in the
following way: Decisions to act that were initiated by the
RL (e.g. a decision to blink) are serviced immediately,
those initiated by the PCL (e.g. to utter a sentence) take
second priority and those initiated in the CL (e.g. to
change the topic of the dialogue) take lowest priority.  To
prioritize further, the amount of overlap the behavior has
with currently executing motors in the agent’s body is
used.

4.2.4  Action Timeliness

As mentioned before, real-time response is crucial in
face-to-face communication, and ensuring the timely de-
livery of communicative behaviors is key to making the
interaction work.  Intentions to act in †mir are ensured
timeliness two ways: {1} by the priority scheduling (dis-
cussed above) and {2} by a time-management system
that ensures that actions that didn't get executed in time
will not be. If the expected lifetime has been reached,
and no MOTOR-SCHEME behavior has been found for it
yet, the action is cancelled: 

Cancel [A] IF (TIME-NOW > TIME-STAMPA + ELA)

where A is the action requested and ELA is the expected
lifetime of that action.

4.3 A Trace of AS Processing 
The following steps summarize the events relating to the
path of a single action request in the Action Scheduler,

from its reception to its execution:

1. An action request, AR, is received from one of the 
three layers (e.g. a “blink” request from the RL).

2. The request is prioritized according to which layer it 
came from.

3. Once the AR’s turn comes, check its expected life-
time, EL.  If it has been reached, cancel the request 
and go on to the next AR.  Otherwise,

4. ...it’s associated action (e.g. “blink”) is found in the 
Behavior Lexicon and a particular motor scheme for 
it, Μ, is retrieved.

5. If there are no more motor schemes available for the 
request, or, if the request’s EL has been reached, 
execute Μ and service next Action Request.  Other-
wise, if there are more motor schemes available,

6. the current status of the motors needed for the partic-
ular motor scheme (e.g. eyelids) is used to give 
motor scheme Μ a score.  The score depends on how 
many of the motors required for Μ are currently 
busy executing another action. 

7. Then we go back to step 3 and retrieve  Μ’.  We also 
give Μ’ a score according to step 5.

8. Compare the scores of Μ and Μ’.   Keep the Μ with 
the better score (because it will create less conflicts 
with the currently executing behaviors).

9. Continue the process from step 4 until a motor 
scheme has been executed.  

An important point in step 3 is that the information about
the effect of not being able to execute an action in time
is expected to flow back through the character’s sensors
as a particular reaction of the user to the lack of behavior.
Since there is a tight loop of perception going in to the

4. This behavior, unlike the other examples, contains a vari-
able.  For complex behaviors, variables are essential.

5. This value could (and in many cases should) be computed 
dynamically.  This increases the need for “bookkeeping” in 
the system and thus its complexity.

Spatial &
Lexical

Knowledge
BaseSensation/

Perception

Low-level
Action

Initiation

Action
Scheduler

High-level
Action

Initiation

Look-in-
direction-
of-sound

Look-at-user

FIGURE 6.  The Action Scheduler has access to a spatial 
knowledge base that is kept updated by the sensory and 
perceptual mechanisms.  Examples of messages sent to 
the AS from the Reactive and Process Control layers are 
shown in italic letters.
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agent, any problem in the global aspects of dialogue
should show up there instantaneously and a new action
would be triggered.  Thus, the need for complex book-
keeping protocols within the system—as opposed to
through the outer feedback loop by way of the effect the
agent’s behavior has on the user’s behavior—should be
diminished, if not eliminated.

Once a final motor scheme has been selected, the indi-
vidual motor commands are sent to an animation module
that executes multi-threaded motor commands.  We will
now take a look at this module, and the representation
used for the agent.

Rather than building dependencies between behaviors
into the Behavior Lexicon (i.e. if “blink-slowly” fails to
execute, execute “blink-fast” instead), a concept called
cascaded decision modules is used.  By cascading a num-
ber of decision modules, corresponding to a number of
behavior morphologies, each triggered in the case of an-
other’s cancellation, inappropriateness or failure, whole
classes of behaviors can be built up.

4.4 Ballistic Execution   
When, in the process from decision to act to the act’s
execution, does the action, or part of the action, become
impossible to cancel?  This question about when to go
ballistic is an important one.  As discussed in Thórisson
[1995a] the incremental and reactive nature of dialogue
allows participants to interrupt each other at a moment’s
notice.  In †mir, any commands leaving the AS are bal-
listic.  This last part of the path should therefore be kept
very short, typically less than a second.  For actions
longer than a second, one would expect them to be com-
posed—or at least executed [Kosslyn & Koenig 1992]—

incrementally so that they can be cancelled at any time.
In the current prototype, the AS takes care of segment-
ing sequential actions: any motor command with a rela-
tive offset from the others in a motor-scheme will be
witheld and only sent to the AS when the appropriate
time has lapsed.  This makes the interruption of sequen-
tial behaviors straight forward.

Just as motor commands are ballistic once they leave the
AS, speech leaving the AS is also ballistic. (The content
of speech is generated in the knowledge bases, except for
a few reactive verbal acts like saying “ahhh” when hesi-
tating and giving back channel feedback [Yngve 1970]).
It is therefore important that the speech is segmented
correctly to allow for cancellations in case the user inter-
rupts the agent.  Thus, with an utterance of 10 words only
3-4 words would be committed to ballistic execution at a
time, the others witheld in case there is an interruption
and the character needs to shut up.  Currently, the seg-
mentation is done at natural boundaries larger than the
word but shorter than the sentence.  Noun phrases, verb
phrases and fillers are all sub-components that give use-
ful (albeit not always appropriate) boundaries.  How the
AS controls the incremental execution of long actions,
and the specifics of its communication with the knowl-
edge bases remains an issue of further research.

5 Face / Hand Representation 
& Animation 

5.1 Face  
Making facial computer animation look convincing has
proven to be a difficult task.  Most current systems for
facial animation are very complex, include between 70
and 80 control parameters, require powerful computers
and seldom run in real-time [c.f. Pelachaud et al. 1996,
Ekman & Friesen 1978].  An alternative is what might
be called a “caricature” approach where important fea-
tures are exaggerated.  ToonFace [Thórisson 1996b] is
an attempt to create such an animation package.  The
primary goal of ToonFace is to create facial expressions
in real time in response to a human interacting with it.
ToonFace meets this requirement by being simple: A
face is represented as 2-dimensional polygons and poly-
gon groups with control points that can be manipulated
in one or two dimensions.  Figure 8 shows the control
points.  Although this representation only has 21 df, it is
surprisingly expressive (see Figure 7).  Each control
point can move through a range, subdivided into 100
steps.  A software package called ToonFace Editor
allows the design of faces, the placement of the control

FIGURE 7.  Faces and facial expressions generated with 
the ToonFace facial representation.  The largest face is 
Gandalf’s.
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points and their associated ranges of motion.    

5.2 Manual Gesture 
As mentioned before, †mir makes a clear distinction be-
tween dialogue knowledge and topic knowledge.  This
distinction separates manual gesture into two generation
mechanisms.  Four classes of dialogue-related manual
gesture [Rimé & Schiaratura 1991] are independent of
the topic knowledge base(s) used, and generated from di-
alogue knowledge: {1} emblem gestures related to the
dialogue (e.g. holding up a hand to signal “Stop speak-
ing!”), {2} deictic gestures (pointing to objects), {3}
beats and {4} butterworths.  These gestures are all initi-
ated in the RL and PCL by requesting the appropriate
type of gesture and providing the optional parameters
(such as a 3-D vector or posture for deictic gestures) and
treated in the same way as other actions in the Action
Scheduler.  Since iconic, pantomimic and deictic ges-
tures related to the topic of discussion cannot be generat-
ed without reference to knowledge of the topic, and the
knowledge residing in the dialogue system contains no
topic knowledge, these are generated in the correspond-
ing knowledge base, contained in the Content Layer.
McNeill [1992] and Cassell et al. [1994a, 1994b] have
proposed that beat gestures are generated by a system in
a speaker’s mind that is separate from other manual ges-
ture generation mechanisms; †mir goes a step further and
claims a distinction between topic-related gesture and
process-related gesture.  Whether this distinction has any
correspondence in the way people generate manual ges-
tures remains to be tested empirically.  

The hand is currently animated by representing sepa-
rately the hand’s position and shape [c.f. Wexelblatt
1994, Sparrell 1993], and by giving the hand two states,
at-rest and active.  Whenever the animation module

receives a command for a manual gesture it will execute
the given type of gesture for the requested time period,
after which it moves it back to its at-rest position.  The
gestures also have some controllable parameters, such
as a pitch and yaw for deictic gestures, and duration for
beat gestures.  Gestural interruptability has been imple-
mented: If a gesture is executing when a new hand ges-
ture command arrives, the current action will be
cancelled, and the new command will take over.  The
shape of the hand is interpolated from its current state to
the shape associated with the first position in the new
gesture, while the hand is moved linearly from its cur-
rent position to the first position of the new command.6

This scheme looks surprisingly natural considering its
simplicity.

5.3 Animation Engine 
The animation unit provides the agent with muscles.  It
receives commands from Action Scheduler in the form
[MOTOR, POSITION, TIME], where MOTOR is the motor
to move (see Figure 8), POSITION is the new (absolute)
position it should move to and TIME is the absolute time
it should take to get there.  Except for manual gesture,
the commands received by this unit are all ballistic.  

The current prototype for †mir uses the ToonFace Ani-
mator [Thórisson 1996b] as the animation engine, which
runs on an SGI Indigo2.  The loop time for a complete re-
draw of the face and hand is currently 150 ms, which is,
because of computational limitations, somewhat higher
than the cycle time of 50 ms sufficient for most behavior
encountered in multimodal communication [Thórisson
1996a, 1995a, 1993]. 

6 Summary & Future Work
The action/animation control mechanism described in
this paper results in a system with, among other novel
features, the following unique general characteristics:

• Motor actions are split into two phases; a decision
(or intentional) phase and a composition/execution
phase.

• Behaviors are represented as a hierarchical knowl-
edge base for actions, where actions contain postures
with associated destination travel times.

• Behaviors are defined both morphologically and
functionally. 

• The final morphology (“form” or “look”) of an
intended action is chosen at run-time.

Brl Brc Brm Blm Blc Bll

Eru Elu

Erl Ell

Pr Pl

MlMr

Mb

FIGURE 8.  Movable control points—or motors—are 
coded as shown: Bll = brow, left, lateral; Blc = brow, 
left, central; Blm = brow, left, medial; Elu = eye, left, 
upper; Ell = eye, left, lower; Pl = pupil, left; Ml = 
mouth, left; Mr = mouth, right; Mb = mouth, bottom.  
Brow, pupil and eye are mirrored on the right side of 
the face.  Head motion is coded as H.  All motors are 
referenced with an absolute position from 0 to 100.  
Motors with two degrees of freedom are addressed by 
either h or v, for horizontal and vertical motion, 
respectively.  All motors can be addressed and run in 
parallel. 

6. Thanks to Hannes Vilhjálmsson for his contributions to 
and implementation of the hand and the gesturing mecha-
nism.
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• Modules for both reactive and reflective behaviors
can be added incrementally, and the behavior reper-
toire can be extended without needing a redesign of
the behavior lexicon.

The above characteristics lead to high modularity and the
possibility of incremental design, as well as increasing a
creature’s responsiveness to its surroundings and real-
time events.  Furthermore, the action control scheme fits
directly as the back-end of virtual creatures with full-
loop perception-action autonomy, capable of language
understanding and generation.  The features specific to
human-like communication skills are:

• A character's behavior is interruptible at natural
points in its interaction with its environment, without
being rigid or step-lock.

• Gesture and facial expression are an integrated part
of the communication, with no artificial communica-
tion protocols.

• Concurrent behaviors, such as glancing over to an
object the speaker points at, happen naturally, at the
right times, and where they are expected.

• When speech overlaps or miscommunication occurs,
it is dealt with in the same ways as in human face-to-
face interaction, by stopping, restarting, hesitating,
etc.

Future work focuses on extending the architecture to
handle navigation and object manipulation.  Also we
want to extend Gandalf’s knowledge of dialogue, as well
as topic. The final result of this research is a very inter-
active, seemingly intelligent character that is fun to talk
to.
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